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 Extraordinary 
in every way.
The new T-Cross is as versatile as the people for whom 

it was built – individuals who refuse to be pigeonholed. 

Because there’s much more to them. They want more – 

and they get more. Get ready to be captivated by a car 

that doesn’t fit in any box and is unique in every aspect. 

Just like you.

The new T-Cross 
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Making the everyday 
extraordinary.
There’s nothing standard about it. Leave convention behind with the 

new T-Cross Style – from the first time you set eyes on it, its exterior 

features tell you that. You’ll find it hard to look away.

Fuel consumption in litres/100 km: 5.1–4.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 115–111 (combined), efficiency class: B
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Exterior & design

01 You decide which wheels will best enhance the look of your new T-Cross. With 
the wide range on offer, you’ll be spoilt for choice. The 18-inch Nevada alloy wheels 
are just one option. OE

02 Be a guiding light: the LED headlights in the new T-Cross make quite an 
impression thanks to their striking design; the dynamic hockey-stick shape of the 
integrated LED daytime running light is especially distinctive. Meanwhile, the 
o-shaped chrome element in the bumper that surrounds the cornering light is 
guaranteed to draw attention. ST OE

03 Embrace the modern design of your new T-Cross. The view from behind is just 
as arresting – the rear has striking reflector strips and LED tail lights, and is guar-
anteed to turn heads wherever you go. S

The new T-Cross – Exterior & design
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Show your colours.
Go for the optional Energetic Orange design package to make your 

new T-Cross even more striking. It’s the perfect option for those who 

make no compromise when it comes to individuality or character. Be bold! 

It can be grey out there on the road – but you don’t have to be. OE

The new T-Cross Energetic Orange design package
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13The new T-Cross Energetic Orange design package
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The Energetic Orange 
design package

01 The 18-inch Köln alloy wheels in Hot Orange, for 
the new T-Cross Style, provide a splash of colour that 
simply cannot be ignored. OE

02 The seat upholstery for the central and inner 
panels is finished in Orange and Ceramique for a 
modern, cool aesthetic. The colours certainly enhance 
the look of the sports comfort seats. OE

03 A real eye-catcher: The Transition décor with 
3D design in Energetic Orange and Grey is an arresting 
design highlight. OE

Fuel consumption in litres/100 km: 5.1–4.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 115–111 (combined), efficiency class: B 
T-Cross standard equipment S T-Cross Life standard equipment LF T-Cross Style standard equipment ST Optional equipment OE
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Design packages

03 Do you love simple colours and a sporty style? Then the optional Black design 
package is the perfect fit for you: With interior accents in high-gloss black and 
grey décor, for example, every journey in your new T-Cross will leave a lasting 
impression. OE

02 The power is in nature. If that’s your motto, the optional Bamboo Garden Green 
design package is a great choice for you. The central and inner panels are a mix 
of Turquoise, Orange and Platinum Grey, and the décor in the 3D Transition design 
in high-gloss black and grey gives a natural feel. OE

01 The versatility of the new T-Cross is unmatched: With its optional Black, Ener-
getic Orange and Bamboo Garden Green design packages from the Life equipment 
line, you can give your vehicle an incomparable look and make it a real style icon.
OE

The new T-Cross – Design packages
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For those who 
refuse to conform.
When it comes to getting what you want, do you compromise? 

It’s not an issue with the new T-Cross Style, as this equipment line 

delivers a high level of comfort and many visual highlights.

The new T-Cross – T-Cross Style
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01 The new T-Cross with the Style equipment line 
guarantees exceptional comfort, for example with the 
front sports comfort seats that provide optimum sup-
port for your back. The heated seats ensure that you’ll 
be comfortable even on cold days. And when you need

to cool down, you can use the built-in Climatronic 
air conditioning unit. Meanwhile, the ambient lighting 
creates exactly the right mood inside the vehicle. 
This is augmented by the Lizard décor with polished 
coverings in the central console. ST

Fuel consumption in litres/100 km: 5.1–4.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 115–111 (combined), efficiency class: B 
T-Cross standard equipment S T-Cross Life standard equipment LF T-Cross Style standard equipment ST Optional equipment OE
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All eyes
will be on you.
With the new T-Cross in the Life equipment line you’ll be 

turning heads everywhere you go. And that’s no surprise, 

as it has many extras that are hard to ignore.

The new T-Cross – T-Cross Life
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02 Optional lumbar supports mean extraordinary 
comfort. These supports will take the strain off your 
back while you’re driving, and foster an optimum 

01 The Life equipment line is designed to make you 
feel at home from the outset. The stylish Pineapple 
inlays contribute to a successful interior. Additional 
highlights make every car journey a pleasant experi-

ence: the air conditioning system, multifunction 
steering wheel, and Plus multifunction display, for 
example. LF

sitting position. So if you’re on the road for longer 
periods, lumbar supports relieve tension in your back 
muscles while also supporting your spine. OE

Fuel consumption in litres/100 km: 5.1–4.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 115–111 (combined), efficiency class: B 
T-Cross standard equipment S T-Cross Life standard equipment LF T-Cross Style standard equipment ST Optional equipment OE
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A real character 
for real characters.
Even in its basic configuration, the new T-Cross has a wide range of 

equipment that is anything but standard – just like its drivers.

01 Be certain you’re getting high quality. Many equipment features such as 
the adjustable rear seat bench, Composition Colour radio fitted as standard, and 
Lane Assist contribute to your comfort and safety. S

02 If the worst happens, you can summon support via the integrated eCall 
Emergency System. In the event of an accident, your new T-Cross creates a con-
nection with the local emergency services manually at the press of a button or 
automatically to provide important information to the emergency services within 
the system limits. S

The new T-Cross – T-Cross
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Mavericks
will like this.
Sometimes you just need to make your escape – that’s when you need a 

companion who’s flexible, reliable and ready for almost any adventure. 

Meet the new T-Cross.

01 Multiple features for added comfort. The front seats with their higher seating 
position make it easier for you to enter and exit the vehicle and ensure good all-
round visibility. The fully folding front passenger seat also creates additional space 
if you need to transport long, compact objects on a regular basis. LF ST

02 Analogue is dead. The Active Info Display with high-resolution screen can 
give you information that goes far beyond just the speed and tank fill level. OE

The new T-Cross – Personalisation
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Spontaneity is 
always a good move.
Life is full of surprises. That’s good, because the new T-Cross 

is open to any idea or impulse. With its folding front passenger seat, 

sliding rear seat bench and boot capacity up to 455 litres, it is 

flexible enough to adapt to the plan as it develops. LF ST

02 Whether you’re putting shopping bags or suitcases 
in the back, the rear of the vehicle has all the space 
you need. And it’s flexible too: the sliding rear seat 
bench can be moved as required. You can slide it all the 
way forward, fold it down to create a flat loading space 
or fold down only part of it. The choice is yours. S

01 The practical jumbo box between the front seats 
is more than an adjustable armrest. It provides space 
for storing tissues, soft drinks cans and bottles, and 
much more. There are two USB ports on the rear of 
the jumbo box – convenient when passengers need 
to charge their devices. LF ST
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The smartphone meets 
the smart car.
The connectivity equipment in the new T-Cross means your smartphone 

will get along great with this car. With even more innovative extras 

built in, such as the Active Info Display, this vehicle will give you one 

thing above all else: the feeling that you’re sitting in the right car. OE
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31The new T-Cross – Connectivity & multimedia

02 The smart connection to your new T-Cross: 
Volkswagen Connect. The free Volkswagen Connect 
app, combined with the DataPlug²⁾, presents key vehi-
cle data – providing a comprehensive overview of 
your vehicle on your smartphone. A simple Bluetooth 
connection and installation of Volkswagen Connect 
will transform your new T-Cross into a connected car 
in no time, while also offering you a perfect supple-
mentary function for Car-Net Guide & Inform. You can 
use your smartphone at any time to view information 
such as your mileage (km) and upcoming service inter-
vals, as well as current warning messages and recom-
mended actions. In the event of a breakdown, you 
can use the app to directly contact Volkswagen’s 
24-hour hotline in the relevant country, or the closest 
Volkswagen service partner. Take a look at your most 
recent trips in your Digital Logbook, and check your 
costs per journey using the tank monitor. And for your 
daily journeys, you can win points and trophies in a 
game format for even more driving pleasure. Take a 
look at vwconnect.com for even more Volkswagen 
Connect® functions. OE

04 The Comfort mobile phone interface makes it 
possible to have a conversation while driving. For 
next-level practicality, the integrated shelf has an 
inductive charging function. An inductive connection 
on the exterior antenna guarantees minimal disrup-
tion to your reception when using the hands-free fea-
ture. You can activate it via the multifunction display, 
the multifunction steering wheel or even the radio 
touchscreen. OE

05 The LTE CarStick functions as a hotspot for unlim-
ited internet access³⁾ in your Volkswagen. In conjunc-
tion with the Discover Media navigation function, it 
creates an online connection in the vehicle. As it has 
its own SIM card slot (SIM card not included), the LTE 
CarStick facilitates use of the Wi-Fi hotspot and mobile 
online services from Car-Net Guide & Inform, inde-
pendently of a smartphone connection. OE

03 Expand your cockpit – Car-Net App Connect 
transfers your smartphone apps to your Infotainment 
system’s touchscreen: Apple CarPlay™, Android Auto™ 
by Google and MirrorLink® – all three innovative tech-
nologies are available inside your vehicle, enabling 
you to take advantage of a range of useful and enter-
taining features. OE
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01 Better orientation, more up-to-date information: 
The Car-Net Guide & Inform service package¹⁾ is 
available with the Discover Media navigation system 
on request, and opens up new opportunities for you 
to benefit from using the internet on your Volkswagen 
journeys. Take advantage of data that simply could not 
be more up-to-date: if there is a traffic jam en route, 
or a road has cleared, the online system will tell you 
virtually in real time. What’s especially convenient is 
that your route will be automatically changed to ac-
count for the situation. Car-Net can identify rest stops 
along the way, and you can use its online POI search 
tool to find quality restaurants and other highlights 
en route. It also displays the number of available 
parking spaces in participating car parks, and a list of 
petrol stations with current price information. What’s 
more, the online destination import feature enables 
you to send navigation destinations straight to your 
vehicle from your office, home or while in transit. OE

Connectivity
With your smartphone you can be online almost all the time. So why shouldn’t your 

new T-Cross do that too? Car-Net Guide & Inform makes your everyday life a little easier 

and helps you arrive at your destination relaxed; you’ll soon be wondering how you lived 

without the useful real-time information and handy functions. And with the Volkswagen 

Connect app, you’ll always have an overview of key vehicle data for your new T-Cross. OE

1)  To use Car-Net Guide & Inform, you must conclude a separate agreement online with Volkswagen AG. After taking possession of the vehicle, the 
customer has 90 days to register at www.volkswagen.com/car-net. The duration of the free period is shortened if you register later. Use of the 
mobile online services (Car-Net Guide & Inform) is possible only with the Discover Media optional equipment. You will also require an internet-
enabled mobile device (e.g. a smartphone) that can serve as a mobile Wi-Fi hotspot. As an alternative, the optional CarStick LTE can also be used 
together with the Discover Media navigation system, to easily provide an internet connection for your navigation device and a mobile Wi-Fi 
hotspot in the vehicle. Car-Net services are only available in conjunction with an existing mobile phone contract between you and your mobile 
phone company or with a contract concluded separately for this purpose and only where network coverage is available. Depending on your mobile 
phone tariff, receiving data from the internet may incur additional charges, particularly if you are using the phone abroad (e.g. roaming charges). 
Due to the amount of data used when accessing Car-Net services, we strongly recommend signing up to a flat-rate data plan with your mobile 
phone provider. Availability of Car-Net Guide and Inform may vary depending on the country in question. These services are available during the 
agreed contractual period and may be subject to amendment during the duration of the contract. For more information on Car-Net, go to 
www.volkswagen.com/car-net or contact your Volkswagen dealership. For information on mobile rates, contact your mobile provider.

2)  The DataPlug is available from your Volkswagen dealer. Further information on app functions, FAQs and compatibility with models from model 
year 2008 at vwconnect.com.

3)  Depending on your mobile phone tariff, receiving data from the internet may incur additional charges, particularly if you are using the phone abroad 
(e.g. roaming charges). Volkswagen Accessories recommends taking out a flat-rate data contract with your mobile network provider. Please consult 
the vehicle manual for further information regarding the use of mobile devices and Car-Net.

Fuel consumption in litres/100 km: 5.1–4.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 115–111 (combined), efficiency class: B 
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07 The Composition Media radio includes a 20.3 cm (8-inch) TFT colour display, 
a touchscreen with proximity sensor and an MP3- and WMA-compatible CD player. 
The six loudspeakers complete the picture to create a multimedia experience. 
Furthermore, it also features an SD card slot, a USB port and a Bluetooth connection 
for mobile phones. OE

08 The Composition Colour radio features a 16.5 cm (6.5-inch) TFT colour display 
including a touchscreen and two loudspeakers, and it also includes an SD card slot.

S

09 Do you need your music to be big on bass? The beats sound system from the 
audio specialists at BeatsAudio is designed to provide optimum sound in your new 
T-Cross, wherever you’re sitting. The subwoofer¹⁾ produces solid, earth-shaking 
bass tones. All speakers are supported by an eight-channel amplifier with 300 watts 
output – plenty of power to get you and your passengers rocking. OE

1) If a subwoofer is installed, the boot has a capacity of 375 litres.

The new T-Cross – Connectivity & multimedia
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06 The Discover Media navigation system for the 
Composition Media radio features a 20.3 cm (8-inch) 
TFT colour display, pre-installed map data for Europe, 
a touchscreen with proximity sensors and an MP3-, 
AAC- and WMA-compatible CD player and six loud-
speakers. The system also includes two SD card slots, 
a USB port and a Bluetooth connection for mobile 
telephones. And with mobile online services from 
Car-Net, you can enjoy a fantastic connection, even 
when you’re on the road. OE

Multimedia

Fuel consumption in litres/100 km: 5.1–4.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 115–111 (combined), efficiency class: B 
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Don’t follow 
the crowd. 
Go your own way. 
Prefer to tread your own path? The new T-Cross does, too. A host of 

driver assist systems – including the Lane Assist lane departure warning 

system – help you to address critical situations or avoid them altogether. 

The new T-Cross – Driver assist systems & safety
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At Volkswagen, IQ.DRIVE stands for all our intelligent driver assist sys-

tems – everything that already exists in our company today; that we are 

developing for tomorrow; or that we want for the future. IQ.DRIVE is 

also synonymous with innovative ideas that have one clear focus: you. 

Specifically, your comfort and safety. These are areas in which our driver 

assist systems are already making a major contribution when it comes 

to system limits: avoiding accidents, making life easier, and making 

mobility more relaxed. Like the ACC Adaptive Cruise Control for example. 

It automatically adjusts your speed to match the vehicle ahead, while 

also maintaining the distance you have set. Or it brakes when needed. 

Even to a standstill. And everything is automatic. IQ.DRIVE doesn’t just 

assist with driving. The Park Assist system, for example, supports you 

when looking for a suitable parking space – and of course when driving 

in and driving out of a parking space. IQ.DRIVE makes technical progress 

noticeable for you in many ways and at the same time gives you a good 

outlook on the future of mobility – where traffic jams and accidents 

may be a thing of the past. For us, today’s assisted 

driving is just another step on the road to autonomous 

driving tomorrow.

On the path to assisted driving: 
 IQ.DRIVE from Volkswagen.

 1) Within system limits.
2)  The driver should be prepared at all times to override the assist sys-

tem. Drivers are not absolved of their responsibility to exhibit caution 
while driving the vehicle.

3) Up to max. 210 km/h.

The new T-Cross – Driver assist systems & safety
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Driver assist systems
Volkswagen is bringing together all its driver assist systems under the 

IQ.DRIVE label. A wide range of these innovative technologies are also 

used in the new T-Cross, to bring you even greater comfort and safety – 

and to make mobility even more relaxed.

01 The Blind Spot sensor activates LEDs in the relevant exterior mirror to warn 
you if there is a vehicle in your blind spot.¹⁾ When reversing out of a parking space, 
the integrated Rear Traffic Alert system can monitor the area behind your vehicle 
and warn you of any traffic that crosses this space.¹⁾ S

02 The Lane Assist lane departure warning system 
can – from speeds of 60 km/h – detect whether the 
vehicle is unintentionally leaving its lane.¹⁾ The cor-
rective steering assistance feature can prompt the 
driver to return their attention to the road.¹⁾, ²⁾ S

03 When manoeuvring, the Park Distance Control sys-
tem issues acoustic and visual warnings when it detects 
obstacles in front of or behind the vehicle.¹⁾ The inte-
grated manoeuvre braking function can prevent colli-
sions, or minimise their impact, by applying an emer-
gency brake when reversing at speeds up to 10 km/h.¹⁾ 
You can activate the manoeuvre braking function at the 
touch of a button, enabling it to intervene when the 
vehicle is driving forward as well. LF ST

05 The Rear View reversing camera helps in reversing 
manoeuvres.¹⁾ The camera image on the radio display or 
navigation system shows the area behind the vehicle.
OE

04 The ACC adaptive cruise control can help you to 
maintain a set top speed ³⁾ and fixed distance from the 
vehicle in front.¹⁾ OE

Fuel consumption in litres/100 km: 5.1–4.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 115–111 (combined), efficiency class: B 
T-Cross standard equipment S T-Cross Life standard equipment LF T-Cross Style standard equipment ST Optional equipment OE
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R-Line
Most people like to show off their sporty side. 

The optional R-Line and R-Line Exterior equipment lines 

make it easier to do so than ever before. OE
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R-Line Exterior
With the strikingly sporty features of the R-Line Exterior equipment, all eyes will be on you: 

from the dynamic front with black-grained radiator grille, bumpers in high-gloss black, and 

the black-grained wheel arch, to the athletic rear with R-Line-specific diffuser and bottom 

of the bumpers in the same colour as the car. The door trim in R-Styling and design strips 

with an R-Line logo on the side panels and front doors will attract even more attention. OE

01 Whether it’s with the 17-inch Sebring alloy wheels 
fitted as standard, or 18-inch Nevada alloy wheels, 
you can make your new T-Cross really shine with an 
extensive choice of wheels. OE
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R-Line interior

02 Sporty: the inside of seat bolsters made from 
ArtVelours microfibre with embroidered R-Line logo.
OE

03 Elegant: front panel trims with R-Line logo. OE

04 Premium: the interior with R-Line details and 
Race decorative trims. OE

The R-Line extras give the new T-Cross a sportier interior appearance 

as well, featuring a multifunction sports steering wheel in leather with 

R-Line logo and decorative stitching, stainless steel pedals and sports 

comfort seats in Carbon Flag fabric. Come on in and be inspired by the 

premium interior equipment. OE
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45The new T-Cross – Volkswagen accessories

02 The high-quality aluminium sill panel trims with 
T-Cross lettering protect the heavily used entrance 
area, and are an eye-catching feature in themselves. 
Each set consists of two trims for the front door sills.
OE

03 The load sill protection in stainless steel look is 
a visual highlight and protects the paintwork when 
loading and unloading. OE

04 The sill panel trim in a chrome look really draws 
the eye while also protecting the edge of the boot lid, 
and is simply adhered to the vehicle. OE

Fuel consumption in litres/100 km: 5.1–4.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 115–111 (combined), efficiency class: B 
T-Cross standard equipment S T-Cross Life standard equipment LF T-Cross Style standard equipment ST Optional equipment OE
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01 Original accessories for a striking offroad appear-
ance: the silver anodised aluminium running boards 
with anti-slip coating give the vehicle a distinctive, 
robust look. OE

Volkswagen Accessories
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06 The bicycle carrier, consisting of an aerodynamic 
plastic profile with a frame bracket, is lockable and 
has been city crash tested. It can be secured to the 
roof bars in an instant. OE

07 The robust, lockable high-gloss black roof box is 
made from high-grade plastic and is easy to attach 
to the cross bars thanks to practical quick-release fas-
teners. It can be opened from either side and the extra-
wide opening angle makes for easy loading and un-
loading. The roof boxes are available with a capacity 
of 340 or 460 litres. OE

08 The cross bars form the basis for all roof attach-
ments. They are robust, light and, above all, can be 
quickly attached to the roof railing. The anti-theft locks 
protect you from nasty surprises. OE

09 Whether you want to tow a boat or caravan, or you 
need additional storage space, you will need the right 
equipment to do it. The towing bracket is available in 
a fixed or detachable version. It includes a 13-pin elec-
trical installation kit to guarantee the electrical supply 
and thus the safe use of the trailer. OE

The new T-Cross – Volkswagen accessoriesFuel consumption in litres/100 km: 5.1–4.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 115–111 (combined), efficiency class: B 
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05 The premium bicycle carrier is specially designed 
to transport two bicycles or e-bikes. Unhinging the 
carrier bracket automatically fixes the bicycle carrier 
onto the ball head and fastens it in place with ease. 
The carrier is particularly light and has an attractive 
minimal design. The removable spacers with anti-theft 
mechanism make the carrier extremely simple to use. 
The foot pedal allows the carrier to be folded down 
extra wide thanks to its large fold-down angle (90°). 
This means you can still access the luggage compart-
ment with ease – even in vehicles with a large boot lid. 
When not in use, the bicycle carrier can be folded up 
completely and stowed in the luggage compartment to 
save space. The number plate holder with Volkswagen 
logo rounds off the Premium carrier. A transport bag 
to protect the carrier and a ramp for easy loading of 
heavy bicycles are available as options. OE
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14 The high-quality Premium textile floor mats with 
T-Cross lettering are made from hard-wearing, thick-
woven velour with an abrasion-proof coating on the 
rear side and white edging, to improve the look of the 
footwell and protect it from dirt. OE

15 The Optimat textile floor mats combine the fea-
tures of rubber floor mats with the elegance of textile 
floor mats. The U-shaped edge of these tailor-made 
textile floor mats safely retains dirt and moisture. The 
integrated fixing system and anti-slip coating on the 
rear side prevent the mats from slipping. OE

16 The high-quality sill panel trim films protect the 
paint on the heavily used door sills and customise the 
vehicle’s appearance. Colour: Black/Silver, set of 4 OE

17 Protect your own vehicle and the one behind from 
flying dirt, impacts from dangerous stones, and spray 
water, with these extremely durable mud flaps for the 
front and rear. OE
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10 These carwash-resistant wind deflectors are 
manufactured from high-quality, recyclable acrylic 
glass. Optimal ventilation of the vehicle interior in-
creases your driving comfort by improving the atmos-
phere inside the vehicle; enjoy the fresh air even 
when it is raining or snowing outside, and avoid the 
unpleasant build-up of heat on hot days by opening 
the windows slightly. OE

11 The transparent load sill protection film reliably 
protects the load sill against scratches when loading 
and unloading. OE

12 The perfectly fitting, non-slip luggage compart-
ment liner reliably protects the luggage compartment 
from dirt and moisture. When not in use, it can be 
rolled up and easily stowed away to save space. Avail-
able for the new T-Cross with a variable and low lug-
gage compartment floor. OE

13 Soft and gentle velour on one side and sturdy, anti-
slip plastic nubs on the other: the custom-fit reversible 
luggage compartment floor for the luggage compart-
ment ensures the perfect surface, no matter what you 
are transporting. Where necessary, a built-in protec-
tive cloth can be folded out over the loading edge to 
protect it when loading and unloading. OE
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 1)  Can only be used if there is no passenger on the rear seat bench posi-
tion that is behind it.

2)  Must be folded up during travel if a passenger is seated on the rear 
seat bench position that is behind it.

26 Charging devices in your car is finally both con-
venient and reliable! The DUCI (double USB charger 
insert) enables your mobile devices to be rapidly 
charged via two USB interfaces. Just insert the DUCI 
into the cigarette lighter, and it will integrate perfect-
ly into your vehicle due to its special design. The white 
LEDs not only look good, but will also help you locate 
the USB connection quickly even in darkness. OE

27 You can use the premium USB cable to convenient-
ly connect your smartphone or other mobile devices to 
the Infotainment system of your vehicle. This means 
that functions such as App Connect are easily acces-
sible – and your device will be charged at the same 
time. At 30 cm or 70 cm in length, the cables feature 
a high-quality fabric sleeve and chrome-plated metal 
plug with Volkswagen logo. Available with a Micro-USB, 
USB-C or Apple Lightning connection. OE

28  The LED reading light can be used anywhere, 
is connected to the cigarette lighter and provides 
20 lumens of light output with only one watt of power. 
The flexible gooseneck facilitates very easy position-
ing of the lamp. OE

29 The SmartphoneClaw universal smartphone holder 
will keep your mobile device firmly in place. The holder, 
with its 3-point grip mechanism, is able to securely 
hold devices up to 158 x 78 x 7 mm (height, width, depth) 
in size. OE
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18 The G2-3 ISOFIT child seat with removable 
backrest. Children weighing 15 to 36 kg (approx. 3 to 
12 years) travel safely and comfortably thanks to 
height-adjustable sleep support and the individual 
adjustment of the height and incline of the seat. The 
seat is attached using the vehicle’s ISOFIX anchor 
points. The child is secured in place using the three-
point seat belt. Your local Volkswagen dealership will 
be happy to provide you with details on the full range 
of child seats. The easy-to-clean and non-slip seat 
cover with practical net pockets provides additional 
protection for delicate seats. OE

19 Snacks at the right temperature for every occa-
sion: the cool & thermal box can be simply connected 
via a socket in the car or at home. Two-litre bottles 
can be transported upright in the box, which has a 
capacity of approx. 25 litres. OE

20–25 Practical, comfortable and flexible: the mod-
ular travel and comfort system is a true all-rounder, 
and helps to create the impression of a neat and tidy 
vehicle interior. In addition, important objects are 
easily reached or operated by passengers in the rear 
seat. The system consists of a base module which is 
fixed between the front seat headrest bars, and vari-
ous additional modules available separately. These 
include, for example, a portable clothes hanger¹⁾, a 
robust bag hook¹⁾, swivelling tablet holders for models 
from various manufacturers, the new action camera 
holder and an adjustable folding table with a cup 
holder²⁾. With this system, breaks from driving are 
more enjoyable and comfortable than ever. One holder, 
so many options: all modules can be mounted onto 
the base module and interchanged as required. OE
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01 Lizard décor Shadow Steel-Black 8DP ST

02 Transition décor¹⁾ Black-Energetic Orange 9GD OE

03 Transition décor²⁾ Black-Platinum Grey 9GE OE

04 Soft Tell décor 82V S

05 Pineapple décor Deep Iron/Silver 7AB LF

06 Race R-Line décor³⁾ 7CY OE
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Seat covers & décor

0 1 Basket fabric seat cover Titanium Black 1JW S

02 Triangle Ties fabric seat cover Titanium Black 3KC LF

03 Hexalink fabric seat cover Titanium Black 1MW ST

04 Diag fabric seat cover Neutral Titanium Black 4BS OE

05 Diag fabric seat cover¹⁾ Titanium Black-Orange/Ceramique 4BP OE

06 Diag fabric seat cover²⁾ Makena Turquoise 4BI OE

07 Carbon Flag R-Line fabric seat cover³⁾ Black-Crystal Grey 1CX OE

 1) Only available with the Energetic Orange design package.
2) Only available with the Bamboo Garden Green design package.
3) Feature offered by Volkswagen R GmbH. Please refer to www.volkswagen.com for additional information.

The illustrations on these pages serve as a general guide only. The printing process cannot render the seat upholstery, 
decorative trim and paint finishes with absolute accuracy. The illustrations of seats show our basic seat design for the model; 
the seats in the vehicle may differ should you decide to upgrade.
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 1)  This alloy wheel is only available in the Energetic Orange design package.
2)  This alloy wheel is only available in the Bamboo Garden Green design package.
3) Feature offered by Volkswagen R GmbH. Please refer to www.volkswagen.com for additional information.

Our vehicles are fitted with summer tyres as standard. 

01 16-inch Dublin steel wheel with full wheel cover S

02 16-inch Belmont alloy wheel LF

03 16-inch Merano alloy wheel in brilliant silver, Volkswagen accessories OE  
04 16-inch Rochester alloy wheel in Black, burnished finish OE

05 17-inch Chesterfield alloy wheel ST

06 17-inch Bangalore alloy wheel OE

07 17-inch Manila alloy wheel in Black, burnished finish OE

08 17-inch Manila¹⁾ alloy wheel in Hot Orange OE

09 17-inch Manila²⁾ alloy wheel in Bamboo Garden Green OE

 10 17-inch Sebring³⁾ alloy wheel in Grey Metallic, Volkswagen R OE

 11 18-inch Köln alloy wheel in Black, burnished finish OE

 12 18-inch Köln¹⁾ alloy wheel in Hot Orange OE

 13 18-inch Köln²⁾ alloy wheel in Bamboo Garden Green OE

 14 18-inch Funchal alloy wheel in Glam Silver OE

 15 18-inch Funchal alloy wheel in Adamantium Dark OE

 16 18-inch Nevada³⁾ alloy wheel in Black, burnished finish, Volkswagen R OE

The new T-Cross – Paint finishes & wheels
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Paint finishes & wheels

0 1 Pure White paintwork 0Q OE

02 Urano Grey paintwork 5K S

03 Black paintwork A1 OE

04 Flash Red paintwork D8 OE

05 Dark Petrol paintwork 5M OE

06 Makena Turquoise Metallic paintwork 0Z OE

07 Energetic Orange Metallic paintwork 4M OE

08 Reef Blue Metallic paintwork 0A OE

09 Reflex Silver Metallic paintwork 8E OE

10 Pale Copper Metallic paintwork J7 OE

1 1 Limestone Grey Metallic paintwork Z1 OE

12 Deep Black Pearl Effect paintwork 2T OE The images on this page show the new T-Cross Style.
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57The new T-Cross – Service

tive theme park in advance and plan your trip free 
of hassle. Find out more at www.autostadt.de/
explore-the-autostadt or by calling the free¹⁾ hotline 
at 0800 – 288 678 238. This puts you in touch with 
the staff in our CustomerCareCenter who will help 
you to organise the perfect day. Of course, you can 
also obtain all the necessary information from your 
Volkswagen dealer.

Volkswagen Driving Experience. Discover breath-
taking landscapes or brush up on your driving skills 
in a training course with the Volkswagen Driving 
Experience tours. Find out more about the pro-
gramme by calling: +49 711 389 500 30 or visiting 
www.volkswagen-driving-experience.com.

Service guaranteed. Help is at hand wherever you 
need it: there are around 2,000 Volkswagen dealers 
in Germany, all of whom offer a comprehensive range 
of vehicle services. Please visit us or contact us by 
phone free of charge ¹⁾ on the Volkswagen Customer 
Care hotline 0800 – VOLKSWAGEN 
(0800 – 86 55 79 24 36).

Quality guaranteed. In addition to the statutory war-
ranty, you receive a two-year Volkswagen guarantee²⁾ 
for all new Volkswagen cars and, for the bodywork, 
a three-year guarantee against paint defects and a 
12-year guarantee against corrosion perforation²⁾.

Mobility guaranteed. Breakdown service, replacement 
car or overnight accommodation in a hotel. If you have 
your Volkswagen serviced at the recommended inter-
vals, you can enjoy the benefits of the LongLife mobil-
ity guarantee in Europe. The emergency hotline can 
be reached free of charge¹⁾ at 0800 – VW SERVICE 
(0800 – 8 97 37 84 23).

Volkswagen Financial Services. Anyone purchasing a 
new Volkswagen has high expectations. These apply 
to both the quality of their car and the financial ser-
vices provider giving them comprehensive advice on 
all finance-related matters. Here, Volkswagen and 
Volkswagen Financial Services are a perfect combina-
tion: Volkswagen Financial Services has attractive 
offers specifically tailored to the needs of Volkswagen 
drivers. Take advantage of our expertise as a financial 
service provider of innovative mobility products and 
choose from our modern insurance products and relat-
ed services. With Volkswagen, you’ll never find yourself 
at a standstill on the road or when it comes to financial 
matters. Speak to your Volkswagen partner for a per-
sonalised financial services offer.

 1) Only applies to national calls.
2)  All details of the Volkswagen guarantee and the Volkswagen paint 

and bodywork guarantee apply solely to vehicles of the Volkswagen 
brand in accordance with the current range of vehicles offered in the 
Federal Republic of Germany and which are issued together with the 
Germany Guarantee Conditions (for the German market) from 
Volkswagen AG.

The services offered on these pages apply only to the German market. 
Your Volkswagen dealership will be happy to provide you 
with details on the products available in your country.

Volkswagen Extended Warranty. Opt for up to five 
years of warranty. There are nine types of extended 
warranty available across all model ranges from the 
up! to the Touareg; options vary in terms of total cov-
erage period and mileage. For more detailed informa-
tion, contact your Volkswagen dealership. 
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Discover Volkswagen’s 
 automotive world.

The Autostadt – a journey through the world of 
mobility. Collecting your new car will be a memorable 
experience for you, your partner or your whole family 
at the Autostadt in Wolfsburg, the communication 
platform of the Volkswagen Group and its brands. 
Experience the many attractions in the 28-hectare 
park and lagoon landscape, and accept delivery of 
your new Volkswagen in person. 

Take a trip through automotive history and track 
the development of the car by visiting the ZeitHaus 
Museum, which houses vehicles from over 60 differ-
ent brands. Learn about Volkswagen’s production 
processes at the AUTOWERK exhibition and find out 
about all developments in sustainability at LEVEL 
GREEN. Your kids will even have the chance to earn 
their very own driving “licence”. Put your driving skills 
to the test on both of our exclusive off-road courses, 
or treat yourself to a little luxury and let yourself be 
spoiled by the service at The Ritz-Carlton in Wolfsburg, 
a five-star superior hotel. By the way: Sven Elverfeld, 
head chef at AQUA, has been awarded three stars by 
the world-renowned Michelin food guide for the 
tenth time in a row. When it is time for your vehicle 
delivery experience, your own personal adviser will 
guide you to your new vehicle. The advisor will give 
you your keys and explain all the details, which you 
will then be able to put into practice as you leave the 
CustomerCenter. Rounding off this short vacation is 
the drive home in your brand new Volkswagen. To make 
sure your visit is a truly unforgettable experience, there 
is a day planner available on the Autostadt website. 
Use it to research the many highlights of our automo-

Fuel consumption in litres/100 km: 5.1–4.9 (combined), CO₂ emissions in g/km: 115–111 (combined), efficiency class: B 
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The vehicles shown in this catalogue may be equipped with optional equipment. All of the 
information regarding equipment and technical data is based on the characteristics of the 
German market and corresponds to the knowledge available at the time of printing. Your 
Volkswagen dealership will be happy to provide you with details on the products available in 
your country. Subject to change, errors excepted. DSG®, 4MOTION®, BlueMotion® and TSI® 
are registered marks of Volkswagen AG and other companies in the Volkswagen Group in 
Germany and in other countries. The fact that a mark is not shown with an ® sign in this 
document cannot be interpreted to mean that this mark is not a registered mark and/or that 
this mark can be used without prior approval in writing from Volkswagen AG. Volkswagen 
provides for the return and recycling of end-of-life vehicles. All Volkswagen vehicles can, 
therefore, be recycled and, subject to fulfilment of legal prerequisites, can be returned free 
of charge. Further information is available from your Volkswagen dealer, on the internet at 
www.volkswagen.com or in the Federal Republic of Germany via the free-call phone number 
0800 – VOLKSWAGEN (0800 – 86 55 79 24 36).
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